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Introduction

Giovanni Favero, Michael-W. Serruys and Miki Sugiura

‘In 2008, for the first time, the majority of the world’s inhabitants lived in0

cities rather than the countryside. The world has become, in some measure,1

truly urban,’ wrote historian Peter Clark in the opening to the edited com-2

pilation The Oxford Handbook of Cities in World History (2013). There is3

no denying the importance of cities in the present world, but a substantive4

body of urban history literature is still under construction. Clark’s book,5

for example, declares itself to be the first attempt to analyze in detail the6

evolution of major urban systems in the world from early times to the7
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2 G. FAVERO ET AL.

present. Comparative urban history analysis, according to Clark, was a stir-8

ring interest 50 years ago, but it met a sudden halt, or at least a deviation9

(Clark, 2013, p. 2). To revive such analyses, Clark’s handbook used two10

strategies: first, the provision of case studies, and second, the offering of11

key variables that help explicate, distinguish, and connect urban systems12

and networks.13

The present volume also aims to be a handbook, or rather a toolbox,14

by providing case studies for urban historians that will hopefully lead to15

effective comparative research. The primary attention here is on what we16

call urban logistics, by which we mean urban management and operations17

of flow as well as circulation of goods and people, in particular, the systems18

and networks made out of them. This book is primarily about the inter-19

connections between trade and transport and between urban systems and20

networks.21

Surprisingly, trade and transport networks are not emphasized in the22

above-cited Handbook of Cities in World History. As Clark (2013) admits,23

with the rise of mega-cities, the focus of urban history research shifted24

more and more towards urbanization and how large cities emerged and25

grew. Phenomenal works on Global Cities strengthened the trend to look26

at large cities as well as international flows of capital and migrations (Sassen,27

1991). The situation was much different 30–40 years ago. There was a28

boom in the historical analysis of urban networks for European history that29

was connected with trade and transport history, as if they were siblings.30

Numerous case studies were written; models were discovered and tried.31

At the present time, however, one cannot deny the relative stagnation of32

urban network research in history and the lack of synthesis of the research33

that does exist. A critical review linking existing theories on the formation34

and evolution of urban networks in the long term with historical studies on35

transport and distribution is needed in order to provide a new interpretation36

of the role of gateways. Such an effort has already recently been undertaken37

by Mizushima, Souza, and Flynn (2014), which may set a precedent for this38

volume. Reflecting the results of new insights coming from other regions to39

European history and laying down stepping stones for global comparison40

is one of the aims of this volume.41

This book’s strategy is to provide bottom-up case studies that give42

insights into how to deal with urban networks and systems. Our analy-43

sis focuses on the regions of Italy, the Low Countries, Ireland, Brittany in44

Western France, Scandinavia, and the Baltic regions. These regions have45
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1 INTRODUCTION 3

nurtured historical urban network studies, yet their major population cen-46

tres are not often treated as mega-cities. Each chapter in this volume closely47

reviews existing theories and models, makes references to specialized his-48

toriographical literature, stimulates pragmatic discussion, calls attention to49

gaps in the literature, and proposes new perspectives, thereby operating as50

a comprehensive and useful toolkit for researchers to use in their study of51

urban networks.52

Urban Network Theory: A Historiography53

from the 1930s to the 1990s54

To further define our research questions, we must take a closer look at55

the relevant historiography and describe how urban network theory was56

formed. The notion of urban network theory in historical scholarship57

became established in the 1980s, but it was based on earlier work, and58

the models that inspired the theory were not confined to the field of his-59

tory. Some early models were proposed by economists, sociologists, and60

geographers. The American economist William Reilly created one of the61

first approaches to urban systems to include the dimension of urban hin-62

terlands. In his book The Law of Retail Gravitation (1931), Reilly asserted63

that the extent of a city’s sphere of influence depended on its economic64

and demographic weight. This Newtonian model, better known as Reilly’s65

Law, rapidly received considerable criticism. One of the main objections66

was that Reilly’s Law did not explain the phenomena of centralization and67

the hierarchization of cities.68

In 1933, German geographer Walter Christaller set up a new model that69

included the centralization process, the hierarchy, and the configuration in70

the geographic space of urban systems. This model is known as the central71

place theory or the central place system (1933, 1966). Although Christaller72

developed his models for geography, historians enthusiastically adopted73

his approach, particularly in the 1960s. The original models were multi-74

faceted, explaining market, transport, and political systems, but historians75

were most frequently drawn to his market system model. Using his model,76

the centralization of local and intra-regional trade was explained, as were77

the inter-urban relationships therein. Because Christaller’s model did not78

include international trade, however, the deduced inter-urban relationship79

was limited to the point of intra-regional trade. Furthermore, despite the80

discussion of centralization, the urban nodes Christaller’s models described81
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4 G. FAVERO ET AL.

remained considerably isotonic, with each node expected to have the same82

operations and functions.83

In an attempt to overcome the limitations of Christaller’s central place84

theory, James Vance Jr. and other scholars commenced research that85

opened a new paradigm in urban history during the 1960s and 1970s.86

In The Merchant’s World: The Geography of Wholesaling (1970), Vance87

attempted to link long-distance international trade flows to central places88

by explaining the development of the American urban system. What was89

inspirational about Vance’s reasoning was the way in which he introduced90

long-distance trade. Long-distance trade, in his view, was the result of pro-91

ducers trying to find a market for their products and consumers seeking92

access to these goods. In the process, both producers and consumers were93

helped by wholesalers and middlemen, who created a system of staples,94

depots, entrepôts, and transport infrastructure to forward or establish the95

flow of goods from producers to consumers. In this way, urban nodes were96

incorporated into the process of long-distance trade. Vance established a97

heterogeneous geographic environment that included rivers and oceans as98

well as nodes and infrastructure built upon commercial relations and his-99

torical dynamism. Among the scholars preceding Vance, Guido Weigend100

made a model for flows in the maritime worlds. We will discuss these con-101

cepts further in the following sections.102

In 1967 (at approximately the same time as Vance’s work), the Aus-103

tralian geographer Peter Rimmer created a model explaining the develop-104

ment of Australian seaports. Rimmer did not adopt Christaller’s central105

place system; he focused on the impact of inland transportation routes and106

maritime trade on the development of seaports, thereby ultimately clari-107

fying how urban networks are formulated through transport. Initially, the108

coastline was dotted with small and scattered seaports, which were only109

very loosely connected to the interior. Because of the presence or absence110

of geographic, economic, and political constraints, only some port com-111

munities were able to construct a transport network linking them to inland112

settlements. Ports with good connections to the interior areas or their new113

hinterlands thus started to develop and attract maritime trade as they were114

the only links between these inland areas and the rest of the world. The sea-115

ports that failed to connect themselves to the upcountry urban settlements,116

or those that joined the transportation system too late, finally lost their mar-117

itime functions. These port cities’ maritime facilities sometimes temporarily118

became satellite harbours or outer harbours of their larger neighbours, but119
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1 INTRODUCTION 5

they were eventually absorbed into those larger neighbours’ hinterlands.120

Rimmer has called this procedure port piracy (Rimmer, 1967, pp. 42–44).121

Rimmer’s term, port piracy, has then been replaced by hinterland piracy ,122

which was introduced by Clé Lesger, a Dutch historian who extensively123

used Rimmer’s model to explain the life cycle of harbours in the Low Coun-124

tries (during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) and in the North125

Holland Peninsula (during the Middle Ages and Early Modern era). From126

there, Lesger developed a specific concept of gateway , which was placed127

in stark contrast to staple market theory (Lesger, 2001, 2006). Rimmer’s128

model thus showed the impact of transportation and trade flows on an129

urban system. It was also extremely dynamic in comparison to Christaller’s130

central place theory as it showed how transport routes, trade flows, and131

ultimately the hinterland develop in time and space.132

Vance and Rimmer heavily influenced the new urban network theory133

that arose in the 1980s. Jan de Vries (1984) developed a model of urban134

systems based on flexibility and competitiveness rather than on stability135

and hierarchical relationships. The theoretical framework shown here was136

called urban network theory. Key terms such as links, nodes, hinterlands , and137

gateways were introduced. Urban network theory can be positioned as a138

denial of Christaller’s central place theory. In urban network theory, cities139

are presented in clusters; each node (and thus each city) is linked to the140

others by trade routes. The emergence and development of cities and their141

urbanization/de-urbanization processes are discussed in terms of how the142

urban network developed. This theory, combined with a surge of demo-143

graphic history, succeeded in providing a comprehensive and interregional144

understanding of urban developments in Europe.145

At the beginning of the following decade, Paul Hohenberg and Lynn146

Hollen Lees (1985) provided a model fusing urban network theory and147

central place theory. Their model can thus be referred to as a dual net-148

work system. Covering the interactions and impacts of both long- and149

short-distance trade, their model became the most accepted method of150

describing urban systems from the perspectives of trade and transport.151

Their book also considered cities over the long-term perspective of 1000152

years (1000–2000 CE). The dynamism inherent in the development of153

urban networks, however, was not necessarily their focus, and their work154

did not fully explain the issues associated with integration of the short and155

long-distance trades. Around the same time, Fujita, Ogawa, and Thisse156

(1988) and Krugman (1991, 1993) vigorously developed the field of new157

economic geography and reincorporated the classic central place theory158
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6 G. FAVERO ET AL.

models by Christaller and Lösch (1940) into spatial economics modelling,159

and the field is still growing strongly. New economic geography succeeded160

in establishing a theoretical logic of the dynamism of spatial allocations161

covering multiple levels of scales that range from intra-urban to global162

(Fujita et al. 1999). As Meijers (2007) notes, ‘While theoretical models on163

network paradigm are well established, research demonstrating empirical164

validity was non-existent’ (Meijers, 2007, p. 135). Meijers himself (2007)165

tested whether the network model better described the spatial organization166

of polycentric urban regions than the central place theory. He was able to167

detect network formation where nodes developed their complementarity,168

and he also concluded that, depending on the research layers (e.g. educa-169

tional facilities or economic firms), the central place theory could be more170

applicable than the network model. We therefore need many more empir-171

ical cases, both historical and contemporary, to further test the application172

of these models.173

Urban network theory has been established through the evolution of174

urban theories from Christaller through Vance (1970), Rimmer (1967), de175

Vries (1984), and finally Hohenberg and Hollen Lees (1985). De Vries’s176

insertion of the urban reality into a network was a large step forward. The177

dual urban network brought about by Hohenberg and Hollen Lees (1985)178

gave current urban theory the relationship between long-distance trade and179

the short-distance catering of a central place to its immediate surroundings.180

Towards an Urban Logistics Network181

Cities and Logistics—Nodes and Links182

The historical urban network model nevertheless needs further refinement.183

The above-mentioned models do not necessarily describe the essence of a184

network made of nodes and links. The links form the relationship between185

the nodes, which are mostly cities, and these links represent the flow of186

goods and people. In many cases, links are visible in the landscape as roads,187

railways, canals, rivers, and the like, but links are more than transport infras-188

tructure. They are everything that makes goods flow from producer to189

consumer. In other words, links can be described as a logistics network.190

These links are represented by flows. A flow is defined here as every mobi-191

lization with a human origin, whether material or immaterial, that moves192

back and forth between nodes through actions directed by human activ-193

ity. Cities are described as nodes because they are the starting point and194
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the end point of flows. Although we acknowledge the importance of other195

types of flows (such as migration, capital, or information), this book mainly196

concerns trade and transport flows.197

The logistics network consists of not only the transport infrastructure198

but also the distribution system, such as merchants and middlemen. The199

logistics network is therefore closely connected to the conceptualization of200

supply chains and commodity chains. The main interest of merchants and201

other middlemen is to make the flow of goods go from a producer in one202

node to a consumer in another node in the most effective way, which can203

differ according to time, area, and product. As such, the parties involved204

in the flow of goods always try to ameliorate the system by making better205

and sometimes new connections. The nodes that promote flow are called206

gateways. Seaports are often considered to be gateways, but any node that207

facilitates or changes the flow could be a gateway. A myriad of gateways is at208

play in a logistics network, and clarification of the interactions of gateways as209

well as the political, geographic, technological, economic, social, transport,210

and financial factors that influence those gateways are among the goals of211

this book.212

There is also a mismatch in the speed of change between the logistics213

network and the cities. Cities change slowly in comparison to the fast pace214

of the logistics system. The historical development of urban networks can215

account for these tensions and explain how networks dynamically evolved216

from there. At the same time, cities are not static; they seek to change217

themselves to attract more flows in order to compete with, cooperate with,218

or complement other cities. Links and nodes, meaning logistics and urban219

systems, have different dynamics and approaches, but one is unable to exist220

without the other. It is this dynamic, which we have renamed the urban221

logistics network, that is the theme of this book. The opening chapter of222

this book, Chapter 2 by Per Hàllen, showcases this dynamism by focusing223

on a single gateway for a long period. Using the city of Gothenburg as an224

example, the chapter demonstrates just how fast the changes of logistics225

networks can be and how a gateway city reacted to these changes over226

the long term, changing its functions and historical meanings. In addition,227

Hàllen tests the application of Rimmer’s theory on port city development228

for historical studies and suggests some gaps in the literature.229
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Spatial Formulation: Terminologies230

Though Hohenberg and Hollen Lees (1985) presented urban network231

theory with models for both long- and short-distance trade, there are still232

many refinements that need to be done to the multiple models meant for233

the theory, including those that concern spatial coordination. The first of234

these examples is the setting of the hinterland. American geographer Guido235

Weigend (1958) described the hinterland as an ‘organized and developed236

land space which is connected with a port by means of transport lines,237

and which receives or ships goods through that port’ (Weigend, 1958,238

pp. 192–193). On the other side of the ocean, another port received these239

goods and shuttled them to its own hinterland. To distinguish these two240

identical structures on both sides of the ocean, Weigend called them hinter-241

land and foreland, respectively. But Weigend’s setting was difficult to apply242

to pre-industrial Europe. The above-mentioned Dutch historian Lesger243

(2006) pointed out that hinterlands are not uniformly connected to the244

rest of the world through a single harbour by maritime trade but by a myr-245

iad of gateways. He also stresses that gateways aren’t necessarily seaports.246

Continental gateways can provide transportation routes to push along trade247

flows from one landed urban system to another.248

Admitting multiplicity and land-based gateways opens areas for inclu-249

sion in the logistics network. To further clarify this, we call the lands beyond250

the periphery of an urban network the rearland (Fig. 1.1). The rearland251

is another urban system that is separated from the hinterland by an empty252

land space. The periphery is rarely completely empty, and the boundaries253

of landed urban systems are therefore much more difficult to establish, but254

they usually run through less populated areas, such as mountain ranges,255

marshes, deserts, forests, and moors. Hinterlands and rearlands are con-256

nected through continental gateways. We should not automatically assume257

that a dense transport network would gradually fill up the empty space258

between the hinterland and the rearland. We should carefully observe and259

note what shifts occur between them. Four essays in this book (Chapter 4,260

by Michael-W. Serruys; Chapter 9, by Giovanni Favero; Chapter 10, by261

Pierrick Pourchasse; and Chapter 11, by Werner Scheltjens) show the net-262

work developments between foreland, hinterland, and rearland in a par-263

ticularly vivid manner. We thus propose that our urban logistics networks264

have relatively clear boundaries. Beyond hinterlands, there are peripheries265

and rearlands. The use of these terms necessitates the setting of borders in266

the geographical environment. We believe that without these definitions267
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Fig. 1.1 Foreland, hinterland, rearland and gateway (Source The authors’ elabo-
ration)

of space, the dynamism and shifting character of urban logistics networks268

cannot be traced.269

Likewise, the existing theoretical terminology of nodes and cities is insuf-270

ficiently descriptive. In describing networks, we require more terms to271

reflect the existing diversity. We propose first to tag the nodes with terms272

that describe their orientation and function, such as relais , junctions , cross-273

roads, bottlenecks, transshipments , terminus , distribution centres, or indus-274

trial centres. We also suggest adding adjectives to the nodes in order to275

clarify their functions. For example, rather than calling a node or a city a276

simple gateway, it helps to define it as an intermodal gateway, continental277

gateway, or maritime gateway. It is also helpful to combine several node278

activities into a description to further explain the functions of the node,279

such as with ‘intermodal / bottleneck gateway and production centre.’ In280

this way, it is possible to cope with the existing diversity. We have named this281

process urban adjectivation. Two essays in the present volume, Chapter 4,282

by Michael-W. Serruys, and Chapter 5, by Giovanni Cristina, deal exten-283

sively with this adjectivation, mainly from the perspective of transport.284
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Bypassing and Intermodality285

Naturally, these terminologies of space change with the scale. An important286

gateway in a provincial system might be completely irrelevant to a world287

system. Most of the chapters in this book deal with regional-scale networks288

within a country. Yet as we will later describe in further detail, we adopt a289

methodological strategy focusing on games of scale (Revel, 1996), looking290

at smaller cases to develop a model that can be tested on larger gateways291

or vice versa and using different cases to highlight the variance of possible292

configurations and the dynamics of urban logistical scale in history. In fact,293

the scale itself changes over time, following technological, economic, and294

social transformations. Space appears to be more related to the time spent295

crossing it than to physical distance. The space one can reach within an296

hour changes drastically with innovations in transportation and distribu-297

tion, and the relationship between physical flows and information flows is298

also affected by different technological paradigms.299

Over the last two centuries, for instance, means of transportation and300

distribution have become increasingly concentrated in single cities. This301

process usually involved the bypassing of the city as a result of the dis-302

crepancy between the effort necessary to create more efficient and direct303

connections and the growing complexity of the gateway city’s functions304

and services. In early modern times, goods that flowed from producer to305

consumer generally passed through a multitude of nodes:306

Producer → A → B → C → D → E → Consumer307

With the elimination of middlemen brought about by the railways and308

other factors related to industrial revolutions, some nodes were bypassed,309

which resulted in a streamlined flow:310

Producer → A → E → Consumer311

Nodes B, C, and D were bypassed in this example. Consideration of bypass-312

ing is essential in describing the historical development of urban logistics313

networks. In fact, bypassing is closely associated with urbanization, de-314

urbanization, centralization processes, and the emergence of mega-cities.315

At the same time, bypassing is again a matter of divergence between316

the logistics and urban systems over time, as mentioned above. With the317

coming of railways, a divergence has occurred more and more between the318
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logistics system and the urban system. We are well aware of this impact,319

and this book shows how urban logistics networks change before and after320

the arrival of railways by carefully describing the process of bypassing. We321

are not arguing that the arrival of railways completely transformed prior322

urban logistics networks. Rather, our book attempts to connect the net-323

works before and after by showing changes. In many ways, the railways,324

especially high-speed trains bypassing a multitude of nodes, foreshadowed325

the coming of aeroplanes, which bypass even more nodes by flying over326

them. The physical network has become, in a certain way, non-physical.327

The emergence of mega-cities can be described this way from a logistics328

point of view. Looking at the historical process of bypassing offers a way to329

connect the past to the present and opens up a discussion of the networks330

made by different modes of transportation.331

Indeed, a good starting point is to take into account how different modes332

of transportation intertwined in the past. By following the flow of goods333

and people through different means of transportation, we identify inter-334

modality as a crucial element influencing the characteristics of a node and335

carefully explore how that node and its networks change as a result. Inter-336

modality can be both an asset and a problem for the development of a337

gateway node. Chapter 9, by Giovanni Favero, elaborates on these ideas,338

adopting a definition of the gateway as a node of intermodal exchange to339

shed light on the relationship between changes in transport technology and340

organization and the structure of the urban network, focusing on the case341

of the Venetian region and the impact of the railway on its urban hierarchy.342

A gateway is a connecting point between the hinterland and the external343

world, and passing through it usually implies a change in the modality of344

transport. This is most evident in the case of port cities, but it can also be345

found in inland gateways such as transport hubs, where flows are coordi-346

nated and organized, or in market centres, where goods pass from hand to347

hand. Considering intermodality as an inherent feature of gateways allows348

us to better understand the implications of the above-mentioned tension349

between the efforts needed to make the flow of goods and people more350

efficient and the growth of urban functions and services around the inter-351

modal bottleneck. From this perspective, it is indeed possible to identify the352

structural determinants of urban hierarchy within the historical constraints353

of the prevailing technology, economics, politics, and social organization.354

It is also possible to see how a change in one or more of these elements355

causes a reconfiguration of the entire structure by maintaining, altering, or356

dismantling its shape.357
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Shapes of Urban Logistics Networks358

The final fields that need refinement and exploration in the spatial settings359

of urban network theory are the shapes of the system and network. Logis-360

tics would give every urban system, represented by nodes, a specific shape.361

Although studies acknowledge that combining the mapping and detect-362

ing of network shapes is a powerful tool for explaining urban systems and363

networks, these shapes are not thoroughly explored in historical cases. In364

particular, the dynamism of the shapes—both their creation and dissolu-365

tion—should be pursued to make urban network theory a useful tool for366

further comparing cases. From this perspective, we pick up the most rep-367

resentative three shape types of urban systems—dendritic, polycentric, and368

corridor—and discuss their evolution (Fig. 1.2).369

The term dendritic is typically used to describe water streams or pipeline370

networks and is not necessarily familiar for describing an urban network.371

Since we have set the flow of goods as our primary focus for urban logistics372

networks, however, we can often detect a dendritic shape in the analysis.373

Fig. 1.2 Shapes of urban logistics network (Source The authors’ elaboration)
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The dendritic shape was used by de Vries (1984), and dendritic shapes are374

the most representative shape in historical studies of urban network the-375

ory. Careful analysis of maps and a cumulative investigation of distribution376

or transport records are needed to draw out the shape for a region. For377

example, in addition to the destinations and transit points for the flow of378

goods, scholars must have a fair grasp of the frequency and velocity of the379

modes of transportation to make the model coherent. Time schedules and380

travel journals are helpful as sources.381

The second shape, polycentric, is a structure where nodes of similar size382

disperse within a region. The regions discussed in this book are areas in383

which small cities prevail, and they often have polycentric characteristics.384

The existence of relatively similar-sized cities is the complete opposite of385

what central place theory proposed. Thus, their relationships and forma-386

tions should be analyzed carefully. Urban studies have shown that small387

cities are more dependent on networks than larger cities (Bell & Jayne,388

2009). A polycentric urban region does not necessarily form an urban net-389

work (Meijers, 2007, p. 145), and the polycentric shape might, in fact,390

be a reflection of the lack of a network. Only when spatial organization391

operates relationally and there are certain divisions of functions among the392

polycentric nodes can we define them as having the features of a polycen-393

tric urban network. This book deals with this tension historically. Historical394

cases contribute to uncovering the reasons for the processes a region took395

to gain a polycentric shape and to learning if there were network relation-396

ships forming among the nodes.397

The corridor is a well-researched concept in analyzing the connections398

in transport infrastructures. Corridors are also used in broader research399

fields, such as urban studies or economics. A corridor identifies develop-400

ments happening around an axis, which is usually represented by a main401

communication or transport line (Yarwood, 2006). The present volume402

applies this concept extensively to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.403

Tracing the shape of corridors allows us to detect dynamic regional transfor-404

mations. For example, attention on the making of corridors can highlight405

the process through which a new vertical axis triggers the nodes in the mid-406

dle of an urban logistics network with minor hinterlands gaining stronger407

gateway functions because of the nature of points of access to the new line.408

This process, by transforming the line into a regional belt, may have dif-409

ferent results. In some cases, the function of the weaker terminal of the410

new horizontal axis may be further diminished, finally making the middle411

region a part of the extended hinterland of the more important gateway412
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terminal. In others, the region may maintain a multi-gateway structure.413

The outcome depends on many other factors, in part related to the shape414

of the network, as on the presence of other corridors converging into one415

gateway. This can be seen in Milan during the nineteenth century, which416

is connected to the wider historical context and its changes.417

These three shapes are distributed evenly throughout the chapters of418

this book (see Table 1.1). We have divided the chapters into four sections.419

In the second part, Changing Shapes of the Urban Network, the most rep-420

resentative examples of shapes are shown. In Chapter 3, Sandrine Lavaud421

shows the operation of complicated distribution networks relating to wine,422

using elaborate dendritic shapes. It is also important to note that these423

shapes can be used in combination. Chapter 4 (by Michael-W. Serruys)424

and Chapter 5 (by Giovanni Cristina) highlight how the dynamic making425

of the corridor interacts with the formation of the polycentric and dendritic426

urban system shapes of the region. In Chapter 6, Agustina Martire illus-427

trates the railways’ establishment of a corridor between the cities of Belfast428

and Dublin.429

The third part traces the evolution of a single event: the regional forma-430

tion of Northern Italy. The three Chapters 7, 8, and 9 cover three related431

cases. Chapters 7 and 8 explore trade relations as well as the demographic,432

economic, and monetary history to explain the emergence of an economic433

region centred on Milan in spite of its changing political borders over time.434

Chapter 9 follows the transformation of the bordering Venetian region,435

which became polycentric in the first half of the nineteenth century and436

then gravitated towards Milan following the construction of a railway line437

connecting the two cities. The formation of a Northern Italian urban net-438

work highlights the interconnected roles of transport innovations, political439

decisions, and economic factors.440

Users of the Networks441

Urban network theory leaves much to explore in terms of how to include442

humans in its studies. Within the agency/structure debate that is funda-443

mental to the social sciences, urban network theory, as part of network444

analysis, is positioned more at the latter pole: the non-individualist who445

sees structural settings and institutional forces as directing the actions of446

human beings. Network analysis can go so far as to reject the attributes447

of actors both individual and collective (Emirbayer & Goodwin, 1994,448

p. 1414). Historical studies of urban networks can also focus mainly on the449
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network itself, explaining the relational operations between its nodes (or450

cities). However, this approach has its drawbacks, especially when applied451

to the urban logistics network that focuses on trade and transport flows.452

This approach is easily confused with setting cities themselves as the actors453

of networks, thereby implicitly providing strong agency to the cities and454

especially their policymakers and elites. This is a pity because it undermines455

a trend in urban studies that places great emphasis on involving the very456

urban inhabitants who have historically been neglected, such as women and457

minorities (Simonton & Montenach, 2013). It is important to understand458

the differences between the initial methodological stances and approaches459

that privilege urban agencies and urban networks and to not confuse the460

two. This difference, however, does not mean that the two approaches can-461

not complement each other. The same urban historian may adopt an urban462

agency approach for one article and network theory for another, and we463

should develop the concept of the urban logistics network in a direction464

that enhances that possibility.465

In addition, network analysis evolved in a way that transcended466

macro–micro levels in scale. In other words, analyzing networks enables467

researchers to fluidly converse on various scale levels. Yet we should consider468

the fact that, in complementing much-needed empirical and historical cases469

of urban logistics networks, our essential approach is bottom-up. The focus470

on the logistics aspects points towards source analysis at the micro-level. It471

is essential to find a way to involve more micro-level analysis of the larger472

picture of networks. From this perspective, we adopt a micro-historical473

approach in the book, conceiving ‘the cases we study not as “examples”474

but as “experiments.” Examples confirm a hypothesis through accumula-475

tion, with the obvious limitations this method entails. Experiments allow us476

to change a particular interpretation’ (de Vivo, 2010, p. 392). Obviously,477

as ‘the ability to reproduce the causes is excluded’ in history, an experi-478

mental approach requires attention to ‘even the smallest dissonances’ as479

‘indicators of meaning which can potentially assume general dimensions’480

(Levi, 1992, p. 110).481

Reflecting these issues, this book presents a fourth section, Using the482

Networks. We aim here at reorienting historical inquiries towards the role of483

the users of these networks: from merchants shipping their goods through484

one route or the other to passengers choosing how to reach their destina-485

tions, including the state and other political authorities, and also many oth-486

ers who are on much smaller scales, as interested users who may intervene487
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1 INTRODUCTION 17

to modify the infrastructural network. User is not a familiar word in histor-488

ical urban network studies, particularly for pre-modern periods. However,489

in network studies of transport, innovations, or information technology,490

users are becoming indispensable to understanding the configuration and491

operations of the network. To what extent we can apply this to the past is492

still a question to explore. Nevertheless, the focus on users makes it possible493

for historians to reintroduce contingency (or Vidal de la Blache’s and de494

Martonne’s [1926] geopolitical possibilisme), as well as reconsider the place495

of human agency in the network analysis, while avoiding the pitfalls. The496

fourth sequence, Using the Network, includes three chapters that illustrate497

how urban logistics networks were used. Each chapter has a different per-498

spective, focusing on merchants (Chapter 10), navigators (Chapter 11), and499

small-city entrepreneurs (Chapter 12). Chapter 10, by Pierrick Pourchasse,500

sheds light on the flaxseed trade between the Baltic and Brittany, linking501

two urban networks and two market organizations. This chapter details502

how merchants at the main gateway for trade, the intermediating organi-503

zation points, and the receiver’s end utilized the network. In particular,504

the chapter shows how a third party, the Hanseatic port of Lübeck, could505

operate and shape the flow of trade by exploiting the network. Chapter 11,506

by Werner Scheltjens, tracks a shipment of iron between St. Petersburg507

and London through an analysis of a loadbook. This microscopic time508

analysis allows us to see the urban logistics network from refreshing per-509

spectives, which are synthesized as characteristics of pre-industrial logistics.510

Chapter 11 helps us to understand the crucial role of port cities as providers511

of manpower, sustaining the urban logistics network. Chapter 12, by Miki512

Sugiura, focuses on one polycentric region of Friesland and attempts to513

discover why polycentricity was maintained by analyzing the transport sys-514

tems of several of the nodes. This essay shows the dynamic use of the city515

canal by one family for more than five generations.516

Conclusion517

We have described the formation of urban network theory in the 1980s518

and 1990s and covered the urban models that preceded and influenced the519

theory. We have also defined the urban logistics network and pointed to520

several gaps in the literature, which are in three areas: the spatial terminolo-521

gies and scale, the shapes of networks, and the agency of networks. The522

editors do not claim to have established a new theory; the aim of this book523

is, once again, to provide a toolbox for other researchers. Each of the four524
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parts of this book (I. Single Gateway, II. Changing Shapes of the Urban525

Network, III. The Making of the Regional Network, and IV. Using the526

Network) includes empirical case studies that can be used as comparative527

benchmark tools for other researchers to model their own urban networks.528

Providing synthesis of the characteristics of urban logistics networks at dif-529

ferent phases, such as pre-industrial and modern, is beyond the scope of530

this volume, but each of our chapters deals with transitions in its own ways.531

This book is neither a comparative urban study in itself. It does not compare532

the examined regions with each other, or with other parts of the world. We533

nevertheless believe that the perspectives and variables we provide are use-534

ful for enhancing the historical research on urban networks, and we hope535

our volume will inspire a large body of new research.536

Finally, this book highlights that cities are important not only because537

more than half of humans now live in them, and more will come to live538

in them, as we noted in the opening of this chapter, but also because of539

their history. Although each city has its own glorious past when their names540

shone in history, cities are collectively ambivalent. There is no doubt that541

cities have made a significant difference in human history. Major economic542

and political revolutions, as well as technological innovations, would not543

have occurred without the existence of cities, even if not all of them were544

initiated in cities. Cities are collectively distinguishable, sharing cultural,545

economic, and political features and sometimes setting united fronts against546

the rural. However, none of these were intended or planned with a pair of547

invisible hands.548

In this book we searched for the presence of systems, networks, and even549

equilibrium among cities. Scholars have been able to construct theoretical550

models, but testing them against empirical cases demonstrate ameliora-551

tions, tensions, and demolitions of the expected relationships. In particu-552

lar, as far as the relationship between the cities as nodes and the logistics553

networks connecting them is concerned, it is clearly demonstrated from554

the case studies presented in this book that a city can develop a coordi-555

nating rather than a subordinating role with respect to their hinterland556

and other cities. Obviously, such definitions are only the two tails of a557

range involving different proportions of coordination and subordination,558

and, most importantly, such roles change in time following the phases of559

regional developments. In the first case (coordination), however, cities pro-560

vide much-needed services to maintain and foster the activities going on in561

the whole area, without attracting the vital functions of such activities into562

themselves. In the latter one (subordination), cities convey not only services563

for coordination but also attract such important economic activities.564
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It is tempting for historians dealing with early modern and modern565

Europe, where the Industrial Revolution was the most impactful transfor-566

mation in this span of time, to identify a general cycle going from coordi-567

nation in proto-industrial settings, to subordination (with the rise of new568

cities) following industrial development, and finally back to coordination569

with the growth of services, the spread of industrialization in the whole570

area, and eventual de-industrialization (see for instance Bairoch, 1988). It571

is however necessary to highlight that this evolution is related to specific572

technological paradigms, intertwining with political and social transfor-573

mations that hindered, neutralized or enhanced their effects on different574

regions. In other words, such cycles are historically contingent and model575

trajectories exist only in the eye and in the mind of the historian. The576

research on cities in this book on urban logistics networks keeps us aware577

of how much we can and how much we cannot know and explain. The578

choice of half of the human beings to inhabit cities is certainly a reflection579

that, despite it all, cities work. However, there is much left to discover580

about cities and the spaces they created.581
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